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The main character, Thomasina wakes up one morning only to find her foster family
members all turned into animals She then goes on a short quest to sort things out,
accompanied by her pet snake that is now human Weird, right Despite the constant
references to Harry Potter, this was still an OK read.In fact, the many quirks of Boris the
Russian made me chuckle than twice Possibly because right now I m reading listening to
The Magician King, but likely just because of this book itself, I wasn t all that impressed The
story was sort of puppy love Harry Potter pre Hogwarts goes sideways The authors seemed
rushed to get the story out, which resulted in a whole lot of telling and very little showing
even though it was a graphic novelshouldn t this make showing easier and a bunch of
characters I couldn t really care much about, but then it didn t really say anything unique,
tell a new story, or even tell an old story a new way The art is pretty, although a lot of the
characters look very, very similar Thomasina, her female cousin, and her mom are identical,
even though I m pretty sure Thomasina and her mom are Hispanic and her cousin is
supposed to be Caucasian Also, I wish it were in color This is obviously a personal
preference I m just not that into black and white graphic novels.I d really only recommend
this to kids who have run out of Harry Potter graphic novel read alikes And even then, pretty
much any fantasy graphic novel tops this one It s just someh.

This was the first graphic novel I ve ever read, and honestly at the beginning I wasn t liking
it so much Books give you time to get into the story, to start caring about the characters and
to start knowing them With graphic novels the time is shorter and you know if you re going
to like the story or not since the beginning.But this story It gets better in the end So much
better that it made my heart melt and it took me a 5 star rating.Thomasina lost her parents
when she was five, and at sixteen years old she lives with her grandmother, who wants to
be called Abuela, her uncle and aunt and her cousin Even if she has the love and the
support of her Abuela she still feels like no one understands her, except for her snake,
Sebastian One day he turns into a man, and this is where the story begins Thomasina is
just a sixteen years old girl that has seen a lot of sadness and suffering in her life, and I
understand her feeling so alone But I liked even when she starts to realize that she doesn t
need anyone to make her stand up, because she can stand up on her own feet and for
herself This is a very funny story that I liked so much and that made me laugh so many
times My favorite character was probably Snake Sebastian, I loved him because he has the
same sense of humour that I have, so I was able to relate to him And Boris, oh he was the
funniest one The other characters were kinda flat and I didn t like them so much, but they
were still funny.As I said before this was my first graphic novel, and even if I had some
problems to start this genre and to start understanding and liking it, I think that sometimes
soon I will read another graphic novel.Thank you NetGalley for sending me this eARC This
book is good [ FREE EPUB ] ? Family Pets ? Ever Since Her Parents Died On Her Fifth
Birthday, Thomasina Has Been Daydreaming That Someday Something Amazing Will
Happen In Her Life To Make Up For The Hurt She S Been Through But After Turning
Sixteen, Thomasina Begins To Accept That Her Life Will Remain Unremarkable But When
She Wakes Up One Morning To Discover That Her Foster Family Has Been Turned Into
Pet Animals And Her Favorite Pet Snake Into A Dashing Young Man, Her Ordinary Life Will
Turn Into An Extraordinary Adventure Read this Graphic Novel I think back in June It was
ok, nothing crazy different A girl learns that magic is real when she wakes up and her foster
family has all been turned into animals She has to follow the magic so that she can change
them back But her pet was just turned into a human and doesn t want to go back a fun little
book for kids third grade on up looking for a fast light read. This the normal kind of graphic
novel that I read but I thought the synopsis sounded weird so I was really interested The
whole book was a little but it wasn t really boring I liked the art a lot and I think the length
was about perfect Family Pets would be a really good graphic novel for young kids or
someone looking for something fun. I thought I d like this comic a lot than I actually did The
artwork wasn t that great and the story had promise, but wasn t fantastic I typically like my
comics just a little darker, but I thought I d give this one a shot Unfortunately, it just wasn t
my style. 2.5 This was pretty cute A little too young adult safe for my liking, but had enough
plot and twists to carry the thing through and be entertaining Would love to read , especially
about Sebastian.
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